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Salvation Is From The Jews
The Bible is essentially a Jewish book written by Jewish authors who were inspired by God (2 Peter 1:21; 2 Timothy 3:16) to write down the salvation
history of the Jewish people and the Jewish Messiah ...
The Jewish Messiah didn’t start a new religion
Jewish texts refer to eschatological salvation and redemption, but do not emphasize it; the Essenes at Qumran (and later, Christianity), anticipating a
specific messianic figure as part of their ...
Essenes: The origins of Christianity lie in this ancient Jewish sect
The Warsaw Ghetto, once home at its height to approximately 460,000 Jews from 1940 to 1943, was obliterated by the Nazis by fire after the
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. Today, the area has been ...
To memorialize their salvation, survivors of the Warsaw Ghetto built a sewer
The idea that the Jews could participate in the dream of ... The resistance of the Haredi world to any actual participation in salvation from Galut
(Exile) became even stauncher when the secular ...
Dawn of Redemption
This Shabbat, the Jewish people will start celebrating Passover ... Corresponding to the four expressions of salvation: “And I will bring you out, and I
will rescue you, and I will save you ...
Passover: Four cups of freedom & redemption
It is a day of solemnity in which Christians give thanks for their salvation made possible by ... Good Friday was a dangerous time for Jews. As a
scholar of Jewish-Christian relations, I teach ...
How Good Friday's history toward Jews has changed
We must make a case for Christ and the cross. We must, like Paul and Barnabas, speak “so effectively” that many believe. Yes, God is sovereign in
evangelism, but our sovereign God uses humans as his ...
5 ways preachers blow it during the invitation
The words of John 3:16 are words of salvation. These words are spoken by Jesus, to a confused religious man by the name of Nicodemus, a leader of
the Jews who had come looking for salvation.
Salvation begins with loving God
Jewish Ukrainian soldier Vitaliy “Benya” Barabash appealed to Israel for aid in rescuing the Azovstal garrison in a Facebook video published by Ilgam
Gasanov on May 11.
Mariupol defender calls upon Israel for aid
“Art was and is my saving grace and salvation,” Al said ... In Al’s home, some of his art depicts Jewish culture and heritage. When asked when he
starting creating Judaic art, Al said ...
Holocaust survivor finds salvation through art
Leaders of other faith communities, including Jewish rabbis, argue that reproductive justice is a fundamental aspect of their religious practice, and
the end of Roe v. Wade is an unjust imposition of ...
Faith as weapon or salvation? How religion animates the Texas abortion debate.
What is ahead of us is a holy week for Jews and Christians here on planet Earth ... I wanted to give each holiday its own space to sing its song of
salvation. Father Tom Hartman and I used to divide ...
The God Squad: Happy Passover from Rabbi Gellman
Christian (and post-Christian) civilisation memorialises Jews who died in the gas chambers and were shot in mass graves, unresisting and
unprotesting, and whose sole salvation lay in the Gentile ...
Memorializing the Holocaust in Israel in contrast to Europe
Both holidays represent a time when Hashem provided salvation from dangerous enemies, who strived to commit horrific crimes against the Jewish
People that posed an existential threat. Hashem’s ...
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